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Staff memos are used to communicate background information, analysis, responses to 
public comments, review of statutory requirements and other information from Planning, 
Preservation, & Zoning Staff to the Review Board members.  
 
This memo summarizes the Comprehensive Permit application submitted for 299 
Broadway, identifies any additional discretionary or administrative development review 
that is required by the Somerville Zoning Ordinance, and provides related analysis or 
feedback as necessary. The application was deemed complete on November 8, 2022, 
and is scheduled for a public hearing on November 30, 2022. Due to a lack of quorum 
on November 30, 2022, the public hearing was continued and opened on December 14, 
2022. This memo provides a full analysis of, and Staff comments and recommendations 
on, the Comprehensive Permit application, and should be considered supplemental to 
any prior memos. Some information from previous memos has been retained for 
context. 
 
Proposed conditions of approval are provided in a separate document. 
 
LEGAL NOTICE 
 
Applicants, Mark Development LLC and Beacon Communities Services LLC and RISE 
Together LLC seek a Comprehensive Permit under M.G.L. Chapter 40B. The proposal 
would create a total of 288 residential units in two (2) new residential buildings, and two 
(2) new civic spaces. The Applicants are requesting waivers from various sections of 
the City’s ordinances and requirements, including but not limited to waivers related to 
the following sections of the SZO: building massing and setbacks; screening 
requirements; and on-street parking in transit areas. 
 
SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL 
 
The Applicants are proposing to construct two 6-story, PHIUS Passive House Certifiable 
and LEED Gold Certifiable General Buildings, and two civic spaces. The proposed 
development will produce 288 dwelling units of which 132 are affordable units; 
approximately 13,643 square feet of commercial space, including 766 square feet of 
Arts & Creative Enterprise (“ACE”) space; approximately 3,000 square feet of 
community space; 0 motor vehicle parking spaces (for the proposed development); 293 
long-term bicycle parking spaces; 46 short-term bicycle parking spaces; and two 
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publicly accessible civic spaces (including one pocket plaza and one pocket park) and 
publicly accessible pedestrian walkways. 
 
BACKGROUND and NECESSARY REVIEW 
 
299 Broadway is located on a Pedestrian Street and in the 0.5mi Transit Area in the 
Mid-Rise 4 (MR4), Mid-Rise 6 (MR6), and Neighborhood Residential (NR) zoning 
districts in the Winter Hill neighborhood represented by Ward 4 Councilor Jesse 
Clingan.  
 
The Applicants had previously considered the development of the site through the 
standard subdivision and Site Plan Approval process. However, following several 
months of site analysis and the goals and priorities for the site and the neighborhood, 
the Applicants and the City determined that applying for a Comprehensive Permit 
through the M.G.L. Chapter 40B approval process would more appropriately address 
the unique conditions of the site and facilitate the pursuit of the community’s goals for 
the site, including a significantly higher amount of affordable housing and site and civic 
space design that responds to neighborhood needs.  
 
The Applicants therefore seek a Comprehensive Permit pursuant to M.G.L. Chapter 
40B and are requesting waivers from various sections of the City’s ordinances and 
requirements. The Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) is the decision-making authority for 
all Comprehensive Permits following the process established by M.G.L. Chapter 40B, 
regardless of the zoning district. 
 
ELIGIBILITY 
 
The Applicants have received and submitted a PEL (Project Eligibility Letter) from the 
Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD) certifying that the project 
meets the requirements set forth in 760 CMR 56.04(1) and is eligible to apply for a 
Comprehensive Permit. The PEL is dated November 7, 2022, and is included in the 
Comprehensive Permit application. If the ZBA grants the Comprehensive Permit, the 
subsidizing agency (in this case DHCD) must reaffirm the Applicants’ eligibility prior to 
final approval. 
 
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW 
 
The following City Departments and Divisions have been involved in reviewing the 
application: 
 

• Engineering Department – supplemental memo dated 1/11/2023 attached 
• Public Space and Urban Forestry (PSUF) Division – supplemental memo dated 

1/13/2023 attached 
• Office of Sustainability & Environment (OSE) - supplemental memo dated 

1/16/2023 attached 
• Mobility Division – supplemental memo dated 1/25/2023 attached 
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• Housing Division 
• Economic Development Division 
• Fire Department 
• ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Coordinator 

 
All departmental/division comments have been incorporated into this memo, either 
within the Analysis section or attached to the end of the memo. 
 
ANALYSIS 
 
Waivers Overview 
 
M.G.L. Chapter 40B allows Comprehensive Permit applicants to request “waivers,” or 
variances/exemptions from local ordinances (including, but not limited to, zoning) and to 
request that the Zoning Board provide all local approvals that the project requires. 
Applicants may request procedural waivers from process requirements, and substantive 
waivers from dimensional and design-related requirements. The purpose of this 
allowance is to support the development of low- and moderate-income housing, 
enabling the Zoning Board to grant a “comprehensive” permit rather than requiring an 
applicant to go to multiple boards for approval. 
 
The Applicant has submitted a list of requested waivers as part of their application. The 
most recent waiver list is dated January 19, 2023. The Applicant is requesting waivers 
from both procedural and substantive requirements of the zoning ordinance and other 
municipal ordinances.  
 
Most of the requested waivers are substantive in nature, including waivers from site, 
building design, and public space design requirements; parking and loading regulations; 
dwelling unit density and affordable unit requirements; LEED certifiability requirements; 
and ACE space requirements.  
 
The Applicant has requested procedural waivers, addressed here, from Site Plan 
Approval and other requirements for approvals or permits by Directors of Engineering, 
Mobility, and Public Space & Urban Forestry: 
 

• A curb cut requires a permit from the City Engineer under SZO §§4.4.17.b 
and 11.2.2.2, and approval of the location of curb cuts is also regulated under 
Municipal Code Chapter 11, Article III, Division 3, Sec. 11-88. The Applicant 
is requesting a waiver (Waiver #16) to have the ZBA approve the general 
location of the proposed curb cuts and waive the need for permits for these 
curb cuts. Final review of the curb cut locations and design will be conducted 
at the building permit application stage.  
 

• The development of any civic space requires Site Plan Approval under SZO 
§13.1.1.a. The Applicant is requesting to waive the requirement for Site Plan 
Approval, as all civic spaces will be reviewed as part of the Comprehensive 
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Permit (Waiver #27). The Applicant will apply for a Civic Space Permit for 
each new civic space once the Comprehensive Permit is approved. The 
purpose of Civic Space Permits, like Building Permits, is to ensure 
construction documents comply with all relevant requirements and conditions 
of approval.  
 

• Buildings with uses (such as commercial spaces) that regularly receive and 
distribute large quantities of goods must provide loading facilities that are 
approved by the Director of Mobility under §11.2.5.a. The Applicant is 
requesting a waiver (Waiver #25) to have the ZBA approve the proposed 
loading facilities as part of the Comprehensive Permit, rather than requiring 
approval from the Director of Mobility. Final designs and details would be 
reviewed at the Building Permit stage. 
 

• Bicycle parking in civic spaces must be provided as required by the Director 
of Public Space & Urban Forestry under §13.1.2.k. The Applicant is 
requesting a waiver to have the ZBA approve the bicycle parking in civic 
spaces as part of the Comprehensive Permit, rather than requiring approval 
from the Director of Public Space & Urban Forestry. This waiver (Waiver #28) 
also has substantive implications, which are discussed later in this report. 

 
The Applicant has not requested a waiver from the requirement to apply for Building 
Permits, and has withdrawn the request for a waiver from the requirement to apply for 
Civic Space Permits. The Applicant would apply for these permits once the 
Comprehensive Permit has been granted. The purpose of Building and Civic Space 
permits is to review construction documents for compliance with any conditions of 
approval and with all applicable departmental standards and local ordinances from 
which the Board has not granted a waiver. 
 
 
Phasing 
 
The project will be constructed in two phases to ensure financing and minimize 
disruption to Broadway and the residential abutters. Demolition of the existing buildings 
will occur prior to Phase 1 construction and should be considered part of Phase 1. 
Phase 1 would therefore include (a) demolition of existing buildings, (b) land platting, 
and (c) all necessary site work, ground improvements, underground utilities, and 
construction of Building B on Lot 2. Building B includes a total of 173 dwelling units 
including 17 Affordable Dwelling Units (at 80% AMI) and 156 market-rate units, 3 
retail/commercial spaces, and associated site improvements.  
 
The Applicant has stated that concentrating the construction of market-rate units in 
Phase 1 will support financing for construction of the rest of the site. 
 
Phase 2 would commence upon the completion of the Building B façade. Phase 2 would 
include the construction of the pocket plaza on Lot 2, the pocket park on Lot 1, Lot 3 
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paving and ground improvements, and all necessary site work, ground improvements, 
underground utilities, and construction of Building A on Lot 1. This phase would include 
the construction of the remaining 115 units (all of which will be affordable), 3 
retail/commercial spaces, ACE space, and the community room. 
 
 
 
Urban Design Analysis 
 
This section reviews the design of the site overall, and then addresses each of the 
buildings and civic spaces individually. 
 
Site Design 
The site is primarily zoned Mid-Rise 6 (MR-6), but portions of the site are also zoned as 
Mid-Rise 4 (MR-4) and Neighborhood Residence (NR) districts. The site is located on a 
Pedestrian Street and in the 0.5mi Transit Area. The site is bordered the NR district on 
the north side, Temple Street and the Mid-Rise 5 (MR-5) district on the west side, 
Broadway and the MR-5 district on the south side, and adjacent parcels zoned MR-5 
and NR district and Grant Street on the east side. The site currently contains two 
commercial buildings, one of which contains a Walgreens that is still in operation, and 
one of which previously contained a Star Market but is no longer in use. The site also 
contains a surface parking lot. As part of the project the Applicant is assisting the 
Walgreens to move to a different location (that was previously occupied by Walgreens) 
up the street. All existing buildings will be demolished as part of the project.  
 
The proposal is to redevelop the existing site and construct two hundred and eighty-
eight (288) rental units, six (6) commercial/retail spaces, a community space, and an 
Arts & Creative Enterprise space within two (2) buildings; two (2) civic spaces; and 
related infrastructure. The civic spaces will include a Pocket Plaza adjacent to 
Broadway and a Pocket Park (Sewall Park) adjacent to Sewall Street, with a publicly 
accessible pedestrian path linking the civic spaces and a publicly accessible pedestrian 
path linking Temple Street to Sewall Park and the community space. The Applicant 
team has worked cooperatively with City Staff to ensure that the site design addresses 
community needs and goals established in the Winter Hill Neighborhood Plan and the 
Winter Hill Urban Renewal Plan.  
 
The plan would split the parcel into four (4) separate lots: Lot 1 includes Building A and 
Sewall Park, along with a pedestrian walkway from Temple Street to Sewall Park. Lot 1 
includes a portion of the site that is in the NR district, all of which will be occupied by 
Sewall Park. Lot 2 includes Building B and the Pocket Plaza. The entirety of Lot 2 is 
zoned MR-4 and MR-6. Lot 3 is located between Lot 1 and the adjacent commercial 
building (at 311 Broadway) occupied by the Winter Hill Liquor Mart and other 
commercial uses. It will restripe and retain parking for 311 Broadway and will include 
access to Building A. Lot 4, which is in the NR district, fronts Sewall Street. The 
Application establishes that Lot 4 will be deeded to the City of Somerville so that, 
subsequently, the City can convey it to a mission-driven affordable housing developer to 
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develop the site into affordable housing, as described in the Winter Hill Urban Renewal 
Plan. The image below (included on page 8 of the submitted site-wide site plans, with 
lot lines and numbers enhanced for this memo) depicts the lot split proposal: 
 

 
 
The site design makes efficient use of an area where both high-density mixed-use 
development and civic spaces are desired and addresses the grade change from the 
front of the site (facing Broadway) to the rear of the site. The building footprints and 
setbacks are necessary to utilize a tight urban site with a significant grade change to 
maximize the number of residential units and the amount of open space while 
maintaining the intent of Somerville’s design guidelines. 
 
The Applicant has requested waivers from the following requirements related to site 
design: minimum lot width, the creation of a Through Lot that is partially in the NR 
district, and the creation of lots that are not rectilinear. 
 
The minimum lot width in the MR-6 district is 30 feet (SZO §4.4.8.a; §4.4). The 
Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #3) because the Grant Street side of Lot 2 has 
an existing width of approximately 18 feet, and the Temple Street side of Lot 3 has a 
width of approximately 12 feet. The Grant Street side of Lot 2 is an existing feature of 
the site. Nothing will be constructed on the portion of the site that is 18 feet in width, and 
it will act as emergency access to the eastern side of Building A. The width of the 
Temple Street side of Lot 3 is due to its function, acting solely as an access route to 

Lot 1 

Lot 2 

Lot 3 

Lot 4 
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Temple Street service vehicles for Building A on Lot 1, and for customers of 311 
Broadway who have used the parking on the site. 
 
“Through lots are prohibited in the Neighborhood Residence and Urban Residence 
districts” (SZO §10.1.4.b.iii). The Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #17) because 
they are proposing to create a through lot (Lot 1) and construct a General Building and 
Pocket Park civic space on it. The creation of Lot 1 as a through lot is the result of 
maintaining the Pocket Park civic space within Lot 1, instead of establishing it as a 
separate lot. The Pocket Park will cover the entirety of the lot that is zoned NR district. 
The design of Lot 1 will create pedestrian connections between Sewall Street, the new 
park, and Broadway. 
 
“To avoid creating irregular lot shapes, lots must be platted to be generally rectilinear, 
where the side lot lines are within 45 degrees of perpendicular to the front lot line or to 
the tangent of a curved front lot line, and generally straight throughout their length” 
(SZO §10.1.4.c). The Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #18) as Lots 1, 2, and 3 
do not meet this criterion. The lots reflect how the area was previously platted and 
developed prior to the current zoning. The proposed lot shapes also facilitate 
emergency access to all areas of the site as required by the Fire Department. 
 
The Applicant is also requesting a waiver from the maximum height and minimum 
horizontal separation requirements for Retaining Walls in frontage zones for all lots 
(Waiver #19). The Applicant states that the property has significant topographical 
changes and has frontage zones on multiple sides on multiple streets, and that some 
topographical changes are managed through landscaping that require higher retaining 
walls within less separation. This site does indeed have significant topographical 
changes, and Staff recognize this waiver is necessary to ensure multiple access points 
to the many public amenities on the site. 
 
Building Design 
The proposal includes two mixed-use General Buildings that have been designed to 
appear as a collection of eight (8) connected buildings of different massing and 
architectural expressions. Each building includes a variety of materials, including 
masonry, siding, and window styles.  
 
Although not required through the Comprehensive Permit application process, the 
Applicants followed the process for Design Review with the Somerville Urban Design 
Commission typical of the Site Plan Approval process for new buildings and civic 
spaces under the Somerville Zoning Ordinance. The proposal was reviewed by 
Somerville Urban Design Commission (UDC) via the GoToWebinar meeting platform on 
August 23, September 13, and September 27, 2022. The Commission provided its 
official recommendations for each building and civic space on September 27, 2022. For 
each building, the UDC provided specific recommendations for preferred schematic 
design options, found that the design guidelines for the MR-4 and MR-6 zoning districts 
have been met, and provided additional design guidance. Additional design guidance 
for Building A addressed window sizes and articulation and art at the community room. 
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Additional guidance for Building B addressed the “mews” landscaped area. The UDC’s 
recommendations for the civic spaces are addressed elsewhere in this memo. 
 
The Applicant has requested waivers from multiple requirements related to building 
design, including, but not limited to, setbacks, step backs, façade build out and parallel 
requirements, floor plate, ground floor fenestration, horizontal divisions, and mechanical 
equipment screening. These waivers are addressed separately for each building, 
although there is a significant amount of overlap between Buildings A and B in the 
waivers requested. Due to the unique attributes of the site, these waivers are necessary 
to meet the intent of Somerville’s urban design standards and support the general 
development of the site. 
 
The plans for each building show a variety of materials and design elements to 
articulate the different sections of each building and support pedestrian-scale design. 
The detailing of different components, such as the recessing and articulation of 
windows, have a significant impact on the quality of the architecture. Further review of 
the elevations as the design progresses is strongly recommended, to confirm that the 
Applicant applies the UDC’s recommendations and utilizes high quality materials to 
ensure a strong urban design framework and public realm along Broadway and Temple 
Street. 
 

Building A 
 
Building A is located in Lot 1 and includes 115 residential units, two retail spaces 
fronting on Broadway, and ACE space fronting on Temple Street, and a community 
room facing Sewall Park. It is designed to appear as four (4) separate buildings using 
different façade materials and exterior design features. All the residential units in 
Building A will be affordable, and twelve (12) will be fully ADA accessible. 
 
Along with the retail and ACE spaces and the community room, the ground level will 
include several residential units and significant amenity space. A common room, 
computer room, and dog wash room will be accessible from inside the building, and a 
sizable long-term bicycle parking facility will be accessible from both the interior and 
exterior of the building. A management office will also be located on the ground floor, 
with both the office and primary residential entrance located off of Temple Street. 
Building A will also include a courtyard accessible from the common room and the 
pedestrian pathway linking Temple Street to Sewall Park. 
 
Building A will be located partially in the MR-6 district and partially in the MR-4 district. 
The building complies with overall height requirements but has requested waivers from 
several sections of the SZO. For more detail and a full list of requested waivers, see 
Appendix A. 
 
Waiver #1 relates specifically to the proposed community room in Building A, which is 
within the Ground Story and exceeds the height and access requirements related to the 
number of stories (SZO §2.4.4.a.viii ). The Applicant is requesting a waiver from story 
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height requirements for the community room, which will be accessed directly from 
Sewall Park.   
 
Waiver #2 requests relief to allow a portion of Building A’s Temple Street facing façade 
to include a management office and maintenance/utility room. Because a portion of 
Temple Street is a Pedestrian Street, strict compliance with the SZO would require 
100% of the ground floor to be occupied by commercial space. The ACE space is also 
accessible from the Temple Street façade. 
 
Waivers #4 and 6 request relief from setbacks and façade build out and parallel 
requirements, respectively. These requests relate to the lot layout, due to the location of 
civic spaces. The building complies with setbacks and façade build out requirements on 
Broadway and Temple Street.  
 
Waivers #5 and 11 request relief from minimum Ground Story Height and maximum 
distance between Ground Story Entrances, respectively. These requests relate to the 
topography of the site, as there are significant topographical changes that impact the 
ground story height and ability to locate ground story entrances at different locations on 
the site.  
 
The Applicant has also requested a waiver from the maximum floor plate for Building A 
(Waiver #7), due to its partial location in the MR-4 district. The floor plate for Building A 
complies with the MR-6 maximum floor plate requirement of 30,000 square feet. 
 
Waivers #8 and 14 relate to design decisions with the goal of improving the overall 
design. SZO §4.4.8.c requires step backs at the 5th and 6th stories of at least 10 feet, 
and SZO §4.4.13.e states “[t]he façade of buildings of five (5) or more stories should be 
divided into, at least, a horizontal tripartite division (a base, middle, and top). The 
horizontal divisions may not shift up or down across the width of the façade.” Although 
not necessitated by the existing site, the Applicant has requested waivers step back and 
horizontal division requirements to allow design choices that will facilitate a stronger 
design and give the appearance of multiple smaller buildings instead of one larger one. 
Due to the fact that these waiver requests are related to design choices, the Applicant 
requested that the UDC provide a recommendation related to these proposed waivers. 
The UDC evaluated these waivers during their review of the proposed buildings, and 
unanimously voted to recommend approval. 
 
The Applicant has requested relief from the Primary Façade Ground Story Fenestration 
requirement for Building A (Waiver #9). In the MR-6 district, the SZO requires a 
minimum of 70% ground story fenestration on a primary façade, where the proposed 
fenestration along Broadway is 67.2% and the proposed fenestration along Temple 
Street is 37.5%.  
 
The Applicant is also requesting several waivers related to retaining existing curb cuts 
and screening service areas and mechanical equipment (Waivers #16, 21-23). The 
Applicant is proposing to retain two curb cuts that would be located on Lot 3 but that 
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would, in part, serve Building A. A service area for Building A will be accessible from Lot 
3 and will not be screened to the degree required by the SZO. No new curb cuts are 
being proposed, and the existing curb cuts would be redesigned to be compliant with all 
other parts of the SZO. 
 
The SZO (§10.7.4) states that “[m]echanical equipment is not permitted on any façade,” 
and “[m]echanical equipment on any surface that is visible from a public thoroughfare 
(excluding an alley) or civic space must be screened by landscaping or an opaque 
screen constructed of materials that are compatible with the principal building in terms 
of texture, quality, and color.” The Applicant states that the details of building design 
and mechanical equipment have not been finalized, but given that Building A does not 
have a basement to locate mechanical equipment, some mechanical equipment may 
need to be mounted on walls. Additionally, the Applicant states that there may be 
insufficient space to screen ground-mounted equipment from the numerous 
thoroughfares and proposed civic spaces that will abut (or be part of) the development. 
While some flexibility may be required from these sections of the SZO, Staff 
recommend that every effort should be made by the Applicant to locate no mechanical 
equipment on walls of the building and to screen ground-mounted equipment, and that 
final locations of mechanical equipment and screening must be reviewed and approved 
by relevant staff prior to any building permit. 
 

Building B 
 
Building B is located in Lot 2 and includes 173 residential units and four (4) retail spaces 
fronting on Broadway and the Pocket Plaza. It is designed to appear as four (4) 
separate buildings using different façade materials and exterior design features. 
Approximately 10% of the residential units in Building A will be affordable. 
 
Along with the retail spaces, the ground level will include several residential units and 
significant amenity space. A sizable long-term bicycle parking facility will be accessible 
from both the interior and exterior of the building, and additional amenity space will be 
accessible from the interior of the building. A leasing office will also be located on the 
ground floor, and the main lobby and leasing office will be accessible from Broadway. 
Building B will also include a courtyard accessible from the Pocket Plaza and the interior 
of the building. 
 
Building B will be located partially in the MR-6 district and partially in the MR-4 district. 
The building complies with overall height requirements but has requested waivers from 
several sections of the SZO. For more detail and a full list of requested waivers, see 
Appendix A. 
 
Waivers #4 and 6 also apply to Building B and request relief from setbacks and façade 
build out and parallel requirements, respectively. These requests relate to the lot layout, 
due to the location of civic spaces, and due to the portion of Lot 2 that borders Grant 
Street. The building complies with setbacks and façade build out requirements on 
Broadway.  
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Waivers #5 and 11 also apply to Building B and request relief from minimum Ground 
Story Height and maximum distance between Ground Story Entrances, respectively. 
These requests relate to the topography of the site, as there are significant 
topographical changes that impact the ground story height and ability to locate ground 
story entrances at different locations on the site. 
 
The Applicant has also requested a waiver from the maximum floor plate for Building B 
(Waiver #7). Building B has a total floorplate of 34,213 square feet, where the maximum 
floor plate of a General Building in the MR-6 district is 30,000 square feet and the 
maximum floor plate in the MR-4 district is 15,000 square feet. 
 
Waivers #8 and 14 also apply to Building B and relate to design decisions with the goal 
of improving the overall design. SZO §4.4.8.c requires step backs at the 5th and 6th 
stories of at least 10 feet, and SZO §4.4.13.e states “[t]he façade of buildings of five (5) 
or more stories should be divided into, at least, a horizontal tripartite division (a base, 
middle, and top). The horizontal divisions may not shift up or down across the width of 
the façade. Although not necessitated by the existing site, the Applicant has requested 
waivers step back and horizontal division requirements to allow design choices that will 
facilitate a stronger design and give the appearance of multiple smaller buildings 
instead of one larger one. Due to the fact that these waiver requests are related to 
design choices, the Applicant requested that the UDC provide a recommendation 
related to these proposed waivers. The UDC evaluated these waivers during their 
review of the proposed buildings, and unanimously voted to recommend approval. 
 
The Applicant is also requesting several waivers related to retaining existing curb cuts 
and screening loading and service areas and mechanical equipment (Waivers #16, 21-
23). The Applicant is proposing to retain one curb cut on Lot 2 that would serve as a 
loading and service area for Building B. The Applicant notes that the loading and 
service area is exposed toward Broadway, and a gate or fence would present 
operational challenges. No new curb cuts are being proposed, and the existing curb cut 
would be redesigned to be compliant with all other parts of the SZO.  
 
The SZO (§10.7.4) states that “[m]echanical equipment is not permitted on any façade,” 
and “[m]echanical equipment on any surface that is visible from a public thoroughfare 
(excluding an alley) or civic space must be screened by landscaping or an opaque 
screen constructed of materials that are compatible with the principal building in terms 
of texture, quality, and color.” The Applicant states that the final details of building 
design and mechanical equipment have not been finalized, but given that Building B 
does not have a basement to locate mechanical equipment, some mechanical 
equipment may need to be mounted on walls. Additionally, the Applicant states that 
there may be insufficient space to screen ground-mounted equipment from the 
numerous thoroughfares and proposed civic spaces that will abut (or be part of) the 
development. While some flexibility may be required from these sections of the SZO, 
Staff recommend that every effort should be made by the Applicant to locate no 
mechanical equipment on walls of the building and to screen ground-mounted 
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equipment, and that final locations of mechanical equipment and screening must be 
reviewed and approved by relevant staff prior to any building permit. 
 
The Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #15) from SZO §4.4.14.c, which required a 
minimum of 5% gross leasable commercial floor area in any Building in the MR-6 district 
to be provided as Leasable Floor area for Arts & Creative Enterprise (ACE) Uses. This 
waiver is specific to Building B; however, the Applicant establishes that the intent of this 
requirement will be met by providing 5% of the total gross leasable commercial floor 
area for the entire project within Building A on Lot 1. Staff have no concerns with this 
aggregated approach. 
 
The Applicant is requesting one waiver (Waiver #10) related density, due to the fact that 
Lot 2 and Building B are partially within the MR-4 district and partially within the MR-6 
district. The Applicant notes that the combined density of the site complies with the 
SZO; the number of units that happen to land within the MR-4 district are more than 
what would typically be permitted.  Staff recognize this as a request due to the unique 
attributes of the site and have no concerns. 
 
Civic Space Design 
 
The proposal includes two civic spaces: one Pocket Park (Sewall Park) that fronts 
Sewall Street on Lot 1, and one Pocket Plaza that fronts Broadway on Lot 2. Both civic 
spaces have been designed with public access and engagement in mind, and the 
Applicant has made thorough efforts to communicate and collaborate with relevant 
stakeholders and staff regarding community goals and needs, as well as local 
requirements. Both civic spaces have been designed with a focus on sustainability, 
including native plantings and stormwater management. Both civic spaces and 
connecting pedestrian pathways will be permanently accessible to the public, and have 
been designed to be ADA accessible. 
 
As noted above, the Applicants followed the process for Design Review with the Urban 
Design Commission for each civic space, and the Commission provided its official 
recommendations for each civic space on September 27, 2022. For each civic space, 
the UDC found that the design guidelines for the relevant civic space types have been 
met and provided additional design guidance. Additional design guidance for the Pocket 
Park addressed the need for updated precedents, recommended additional thought on 
the programming of the park with a focus on active use by children, and reviewed the 
need to consider the edge conditions of the park and how bicycle parking and activities 
would occur close to the entrances of the park. Additional design guidance for the 
Pocket Plaza included integration with the streetscape. 
 
The Applicant has requested one waiver specific to the Pocket Park.  
 
The plans for each civic space show the materials, design elements, and plantings that 
will be used to articulate and develop the sites. Staff expect to see more detailed plans 
as the Applicant applies for building or civic space permits, at which time relevant staff 
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should complete final review of proposed materials, plantings, street furniture, and other 
features of the civic spaces, and confirm compliance prior to the issuance of such 
permits. The Public Space & Urban Forestry (PSUF) Division has provided a memo 
(attached to the end of this memo), dated January 13, 2023, with detailed comments on 
each civic space and aspect of the public realm. 
 
The project will include multiple points of access to the civic spaces and through the 
site, with pedestrian paths and the civic spaces being, as noted earlier, permanently 
accessible. Staff have noted the importance of wayfinding through the site and 
identifying publicly accessible routes to the civic spaces and community room and 
through the site. The site would benefit from a wayfinding plan to establish signage and 
other design elements to support public access and engagement. 
 

Pocket Park (Sewall Park) 
 
Sewall Park Pocket Park is designed as a neighborhood pocket park that provides 
opportunities for multigenerational programing, including play equipment, informal 
seating areas, and sustainable trees and plantings. The Pocket Park fronts on Sewall 
Street but is also accessible from Temple Street via a pedestrian pathway, and from 
Broadway via the Pocket Plaza and the “Mews” pedestrian pathway through the site. 
The Pocket Park will be ADA accessible, and the includes short term bicycle parking. 
The community room is accessible from the Pocket Park. 
 
The Applicant has requested a waiver (Waiver #29) from SZO §13.1.3.a, which requires 
a minimum of 70% of a pocket park to be Landscaped Area. The Applicant has focused 
on ensuring the Pocket Park contains sufficient active play areas for children, and have 
altered materials to support durability and play opportunities. This has reduced the 
amount of Landscaped Area to under 70%; the waiver is required to ensure these active 
play areas can be appropriately designed.  
 

Pocket Plaza 
 
The Pocket Plaza is designed as an intimate civic plaza that provides seating and other 
street furniture to support outdoor activity, both active and passive. The plaza will be 
surrounded on three sides by retail and would provide an ideal location for restaurant or 
café seating, but will also provide opportunities for use by the general public. The plaza 
is designed to provide multiple “rooms” and contains amenities including a bicycle rack, 
and trash receptacle. The plaza is accessible directly from Broadway, but also from 
Sewall Street via the Sewall Park Pocket Park and the “Mews” pedestrian pathway 
through the site. 
 
Affordable Housing 
 
As previously noted, the development will include 288 total residential units, including 
132 affordable housing units. Of these affordable units, 99 will be listed at 60% Average 
Median Income (AMI), 16 will be listed at 30% AMI, and 17 will be listed at 80% AMI. 
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The majority (115) of these units will be located in Building A which will be 100% 
affordable. The Applicant has emphasized that while the affordable units have been 
separated for financing purposes, households in each building will have equal access to 
any amenities located on the ground floor of the other building. The Applicant has also 
noted that while there may be some differences in interior finishes due to financing 
requirements, they will make every effort to ensure the affordable units contain high 
quality materials, finishes, appliances, and amenities are as similar to the market-rate 
units as possible. The Housing Division has recommended that additional Staff review 
occur at the building permit application stage of the project to confirm the comparability 
of materials, finishes, appliances, and amenities.  
 
The Applicant has requested a waiver (Waiver #12) from specific sections of the SZO, 
§§4.4.8.e; Table 4.4.8.a; 4.2.8.e; Table 4.2.8.a; and 12.1, all of which regulate 
affordable housing. The project proposes more affordable units and deeper subsidies 
than would be required by these sections, and the waiver would permit the project to 
locate the majority of the affordable units within Building A in Lot 1. Approximate 46% of 
the units are affordable, which far exceeds Somerville’s requirement for a minimum of 
20% and the M.G.L. 40B requirement for a minimum of 20-25%.  
 
Sustainability & Environmental Impacts 
 
As part of the application, the Applicant has submitted multiple environmental 
documents include a Net Zero narrative, LEED scorecard, Sustainable & Resilient 
Buildings Questionnaire, Low Load Energy Input Forms, a narrative describing 
sustainability measures and strategies, Shadow Study, and Green Score Diagram,  
which have been reviewed by the Office of Sustainability & Environment (OSE) and 
other relevant staff. 
 
LEED and Passive House 
The Applicant is seeking a waiver (Waiver #24) from SZO §10.10.1, which requires new 
construction of any principal building greater than 50,000 square feet in Gross Floor 
Area to be LEED Platinum certifiable. The Applicant is instead proposing that both 
Building A and Building B be Passive House certifiable through PHIUS 2021 Core 
Standard and LEED Gold certifiable. OSE Staff have provided a memo, dated January 
16, 2023, with detailed comments about this request.  
 
 
 According to the Applicant, after Comprehensive 40B permitting and during design 
development, the project team will conduct a Passive House feasibility analysis and 
determine whether PHIUS certifiability can be achieved simultaneous with LEED 
Platinum. If the Applicant determines that Passive House certifiability cannot be 
achieved simultaneous with LEED Platinum, then the Applicant will pursue PHIUS 
certifiable and LEED Gold certifiable. If PHIUS certifiability is not feasible, the Applicant 
is committed to achieving LEED Platinum certifiability. The Applicant has already 
identified 78 LEED credits that the project can realistically achieve. LEED Platinum 
certifiability requires 80 LEED credits. OSE Staff have stated that the project team 
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should provide an expanded LEED narrative that includes why other credits are not 
attainable. 
 
OSE Staff not that Building A is not fully in line with the City’s strategy for achieving net-
zero emissions in the building sector, but will be easily convertible in the future. 
Building B is fully in line with the aforementioned strategy. The feasibility of rooftop 
Solar PV is under review. At a minimum, the Applicant proposes the project as PV-
ready, which is a requirement of the Passive House PHIUS 2021 standard.  
 
OSE Staff support the Applicant’s waiver from LEED Platinum requirements, with the 
condition that if the buildings do not meet the LEED Platinum certifiability requirement, 
both Building A and Building B will be certifiable as PHIUS+ from the Passive House 
Institute US or Passive House Institute. In a process parallel to Somerville’s LEED 
requirements and documentation, additional documentation will be required prior to 
building permits and certificates of occupancy being granted to confirm the buildings 
continue to meet requirements as the design progresses. OSE Staff have also noted 
that, while they support the Applicant’s waiver, the Applicant recommends pursuing 
LEED Platinum certifiability to the greatest extent possible; they note that the project is 
estimating 78 LEED credits where 80 LEED credits are required for LEED Platinum 
certifiability. Possible credit categories may include rainwater management, renewable 
energy, building life-cycle impact reduction, or innovation. 
 
On January 17, 2023, OSE Staff issued a Stage 1 Certificate of Required Materials 
(CRM) for the Comprehensive Permit application for 299 Broadway. The Stage 1 CRM 
establishes that Stage 2 materials will be required prior to the issuance of building 
permits, and Stage 3 materials will be required prior to the issuance of certificates of 
occupancy.  
 
Green Score 
The minimum Green Score requirement for the MR-6 district is 0.25, with an ideal 
Green Score of at least 0.30. The minimum Green Score requirement for the MR-6 
district is 0.20, with an ideal Green Score of at least 0.25. The Applicant has submitted 
a Green Score card indicating passing scores of 0.426 for Lot 1 and 0.422 for Lot 2. 
PSUF Staff (who review Green Score documentation and determine compliance) have 
noted that additional materials must be submitted at the time of a building permit so 
PSUF can determine final Green Score compliance and approval.  
 
Trees 
The Applicant has not requested a waiver from the local Tree Preservation Ordinance 
(TPO). The Applicant is proposing to plant numerous shade trees within the Pocket 
Park, Pocket Plaza, and private courtyards within the site, as well as several additional 
street trees along Broadway.  
 
The Applicant has also committed to preserving all public shade trees surrounding the 
site, which will require coordinating with the Tree Warden and Deputy Tree Warden 
prior to any demolition permit and throughout future stages of development to ensure 
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tree protection details are executed and maintained throughout the duration of the 
project. 
 
Stormwater 
The Applicant has submitted a Preliminary Hydrology Analysis that shows that, due to 
the presence of unsuitable soil throughout the site that prevents the safe infiltration of 
stormwater, the proposed stormwater system will not be able to reduce the total volume 
of runoff from the site.  
 
The Applicant initially requested a waiver from the City’s stormwater design standards 
due to this fact, but has stated that the proposed stormwater management system will 
provide a net reduction of peak flow for the analyzed storm events as required by the 
City. In addition, the Applicant has stated that the net runoff volume from the Project Site 
is expected to be reduced with the decrease in impervious area made by the proposed 
site improvements, and that the project meets this design standard such that the peak 
rate of runoff from the post-development 10-yr 24-hour storm is reduced below 2-yr 24-
hour storm rate; however, due to on-site soil constraints the project cannot meet this 
requirement volumetrically for the same conditions. 
 
The Engineering Division has reviewed the preliminary stormwater calculations and 
provided notes in a memo dated January 11, 2023. Engineering Staff also clarified to 
PPZ Staff and the Applicant that the requested waiver is not necessary for the project, 
and that Engineering Staff expects the Applicant will be able to remain in compliance 
with stormwater regulations. Following that clarification, the Applicant withdrew that 
requested waiver, as shown in their most recently updated Waiver List. As noted in that 
memo, compliance with stormwater requirements will be fully evaluated once the 
Applicant submits construction documents.  
 
Shadow Study 
The Applicant submitted a shadow study comparing the shadow impacts of the 
proposed buildings at different times of the year. As expected, the buildings cast more 
significant shadows in fall and winter months, with more significant shadowing occurring 
to the north. These impacts are comparable to developments of similar size in the area. 
 
Mobility 
 
The proposal does not include any new vehicular parking spaces that would be used for 
the development, although the proposal does include a small surface parking lot on 
Lot 3, to include six (6) parking spaces for use by the commercial property at 311 (313) 
Broadway. The curb in front of the project on Broadway will be modified to include 
seven (7) metered spaces as well as an approximately two-space dedicated 
loading/pick-up/drop-off area. The metered parking spaces and loading/pick-up/drop-off 
area are intended to serve patrons of the proposed retail businesses and residents 
using pick-up/drop-off services. The proposal includes approximately 292 long-term 
secured bicycle parking spaces, including long-term 118 bicycle parking spaces within 
Building A and long-term 175 bicycle parking spaces within Building, and 46 short-term 
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bicycle parking spaces to be provided onsite. Indoor bicycle parking will be available for 
residents with one space provided per residential unit, and outdoor bicycle parking 
spaces will be available for patrons and visitors to the site.  
 
The Applicant submitted a Mobility Management Plan (MMP) for the project. The MMP 
includes commitments to post and distribute mobility management information, promote 
transit use, conduct annual monitoring, and require commercial tenants to participate in 
mobility management practices to reduce vehicular trips. The Mobility Division has 
reviewed all mobility-related documents and provided a memo dated January 25, 2023 
(attached to the end of this memo), which addresses the MMP, as well as the submitted 
Transportation Impact Study (TIS) and Transportation Access Plan (TAP) in greater 
detail. 
 
The Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #13) from any vehicular parking 
requirements for commercial, retail, and food and beverage service uses to ensure the 
allowance of no onsite parking. Because the project is within a 0.05-mile Transit Area, 
no parking is required for Household Living uses.  
 
The Applicant is also requesting a waiver (Waiver #26) from SZO §11.2.7 and 
Somerville Traffic Commission traffic regulations, to allow up to 50% of market rate units 
within Building B on Lot 2 to participate in the Residential Permit Parking Program. The 
waiver would allow up to 78 residential parking permits to be granted to residents of the 
market rate units in Building B on Lot 2, without those residents having to demonstrate a 
hardship. The Applicant has stated that this waiver is critical to the financing viability of 
the project. As part of their Transportation Impact Study, they completed a Parking 
Analysis that reviewed, among other things, on-street parking within the area.   
 
Several waivers related to the process were previously described under the Waivers 
Overview section, and are described (some in greater detail) here: 
 
The Applicant is also requesting a waiver (Waiver #25) to have the ZBA approve the 
proposed loading facilities as part of the Comprehensive Permit, rather than requiring 
approval from the Director of Mobility. Final designs and details would be reviewed at 
the Building Permit stage.  
 
The Applicant is requesting a waiver (Waiver #16) to have the ZBA approve the general 
location of the proposed curb cuts and waive the need for permits for these curb cuts. 
Final review of the curb cut locations and design will be conducted at the building permit 
application stage. The Mobility Division has recommended that additional design work 
be completed on the proposed curb cuts, with final, compliant designs to be approved at 
the building permits phase. 
 
Bicycle parking in civic spaces must be provided as required by the Director of Public 
Space & Urban Forestry under §13.1.2.k. The Applicant is requesting a waiver to have 
the ZBA approve the bicycle parking in civic spaces as part of the Comprehensive 
Permit, rather than requiring approval from the Director of Public Space & Urban 
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Forestry. PSUF Staff have stated they have no significant concerns with this waiver 
request, and has noted that the Applicant has provided one bicycle rack in each civic 
space. Mobility Staff have not voiced a concern about this waiver, but have noted that of 
the 46 proposed short-term bicycle parking spaces that are proposed for the site, 42 of 
these spaces are being proposed in the public right of way. They recommend that at 
least 50% of the short-term bicycle parking spaces be instead provided on-site, unless 
otherwise approved by the Director of Mobility. This amendment may be completed at 
the building permits stage of the project. 
 
In addition to the comments provided in their memo, the Mobility Division has provided a 
final MMP Letter, dated January 25, 2023; this letter is a Decision to approve the 
Applicant’s MMP with conditions. These conditions, along with re-stating the 
requirements established by the SZO and the commitments already made by the 
Applicant in their MMP, include strategies to further reduce the anticipated number of 
vehicular trips, including (but not limited to) providing mobility management information 
to residents upon move-in and then updated information annually, sponsorship of a 
Bluebikes bike share station either on the Applicant’s property or at a City-approved 
location on a public sidewalk adjacent to the site, providing stored-value MBTA Charlie 
Cards to adult members of new tenant households upon move in, providing bicycle 
repair facilities, and efforts the mode share of vehicular trips to 25% by 2040.  
 
 
BOARD CONSIDERATIONS & FINDINGS 
 
M.G.L. Chapter 40B requires that the ZBA balance the regional need for affordable 
housing against local health, safety, open space, and site and building design concerns 
when deciding a Comprehensive Permit case. The Board must make findings that 
document how its decision is Consistent with Local Needs, as defined by 760 CMR 
56.02. The Board’s decision will be Consistent with Local Needs if: 

1. The City meets one or more of the safe harbor criteria listed under 760 CMR 
56.03(1), or 

2. Local Requirements and Regulations imposed on the Project are reasonable in 
view of the regional need for Low- and Moderate-Income Housing, considered 
with the number of Low Income Persons in the affected municipality and with 
Local Concerns, and if such Local Requirements and Regulations are applied as 
equally as possible to both subsidized and unsubsidized housing. 

 
The City has submitted the General Land Area Minimum (GLAM) analysis to DHCD and 
the Applicant. According to 760 CMR 56.03(3)(b), a municipality has achieved one of 
the Statutory Minima if properties listed on DHCD’s most recent Subsidized Housing 
Inventory (SHI) account for more than 1.5% of a municipality’s General Land Area. In 
Somerville, properties listed on the most recent SHI (excluding group homes and those 
with unlisted addresses) account for over 2.5% of the City’s General Land Area, far 
exceeding the 1.5% minimum. Therefore, the Board’s decision is Consistent with Local 
Needs, as defined by 760 CMR 56.02. 
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In addition, Staff believe that approval of the Comprehensive Permit application with the 
proposed permit conditions is Consistent with Local Needs, as defined by 760 CMR 
56.02, as such a decision would balance local concerns (particularly those related to 
good urban and architectural design, the promotion of sustainable modes of 
transportation, the creation of accessible open spaces, and the use of sustainable 
building practices) with the regional need for additional affordable housing. 
 
The Somerville Zoning Ordinance and the Zoning Board of Appeals’ Rules and 
Regulations do not require any specific findings for Comprehensive Permits. However, 
the Board may find useful to consider the following review criteria found elsewhere in 
the Zoning Ordinance when considering this project, along with the proposed findings: 
 

1. The Comprehensive Plan and existing policy plans and standards established by 
the City. 

 
The proposal is generally consistent with the City’s comprehensive plan, SomerVision 
2040. The proposal: 

• Expands general and affordable housing in the city, including ADA-compliant 
affordable housing, and increasing the proportion of affordable housing in the 
city; 

• Promotes sustainable development by ensuring both buildings are either 
certifiable as PHIUS+ from the Passive House, or LEED Platinum; 

• Creates new publicly accessible gathering spaces, both outdoors in the new 
Sewall Park Pocket Park and new Pocket Plaza, and indoors in the Community 
Room; 

• Promotes non-vehicular modes of travel by providing bicycle parking, supporting 
transit ridership, and discouraging single occupancy vehicles by providing no on-
site parking for residents; and 

• Creates new commercial and ACE spaces to house new businesses and ACE 
uses. 

 
The proposal is generally consistent with the 2016 Winter Hill Neighborhood Plan. The 
proposal: 

• Expands affordable housing, specifically surpassing the goal of 200 total units 
and 40 affordable units for the site; 

• Using a design that breaks up the block and appears to be multiple smaller 
buildings instead of two larger ones; 

• Creates publicly accessible open spaces and a community room that are 
sufficiently intimate to create connections within the community, and additional 
green spaces within the site; 

• Creates multiple new commercial spaces that are of appropriate sizes for 
businesses that may provide neighborhood services; and 

• Reduces the number of curb cuts and supports pedestrian and bicyclist activity; 
 
The proposal is generally consistent with the 2021 Winter Hill Urban Renewal Plan. The 
proposal: 
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• Improves Winter Hill’s identity as a neighborhood-oriented main street 
commercial district by creating mixed-use development with six (6) new 
commercial units; 

• Creates green and open gathering spaces through the creation of two (2) publicly 
accessible civic spaces, one community room for public use, and publicly 
accessible pedestrian paths that connect the different portions of the site; 

• Increases tree coverage and native plantings that reduce urban heat island effect 
and support biodiversity; 

• Improves the pedestrian- and bike-friendly experience by expanding bike 
facilities and pedestrian pathways; 

• Expands affordable housing at levels that will meet the needs of people of a wide 
range of abilities, income levels, and household types; and 

• Redevelops a vacant site in a transformative manner. 
 

2. The intent of the MR6 and MR4 zoning districts, and, to a lesser degree, the NR 
zoning district. 

 
The intent of the MR-6 zoning district is to “accommodate the development of areas 
appropriate for moderately-scaled multi-unit, mixed-use, and commercial buildings; 
neighborhood-, community-, and region-serving uses; and a wide variety of employment 
opportunities.” The intent of the MR-4 zoning district is to “create, maintain, and 
enhance areas appropriate for smaller scale, multi-use and mixed-use buildings and 
neighborhood serving uses.” 
 
The proposed redevelopment of 299 Broadway directly accomplishes the intent of the 
MR-6 district by creating two moderately-scaled multi-unit, mixed-use buildings, 
including multiple commercial/retail spaces that will serve the neighborhood and 
community, as well as two neighborhood-serving civic spaces. The redevelopment plan 
also maintains the intent of the MR-4 district by creating mixed-use buildings that are 
stepped down in scale within the MR-4 district and supporting a more neighborhood-
focused atmosphere. The redevelopment significantly improves a blighted site and 
creates housing, commercial space, and civic/community space that blends with the 
neighborhood and provides much-needed amenities. 
 
Two smaller portions of the site are within the NR zoning district. The intent of the NR 
district is to “conserve already established areas of detached and semi-detached 
residential buildings.” 
 
The proposed redevelopment supports the intent of the NR district; one of the portions 
of the site transforms a vacant space into a neighborhood-serving pocket park, which 
will be publicly accessible from both Sewall Street and within the site. The proposed 
redevelopment will replat the other portion of the site that is zoned NR to be a separate 
parcel that will be deeded to the City for affordable housing, which will maintain the 
character of the neighborhood. 
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3. Mitigation proposed to alleviate any impacts attributable to the proposed 
development. 

 
The Applicant and the City have closely communicated to ensure that any potential 
negative impacts from the site construction or redevelopment are appropriately 
mitigated. The Applicant has proposed a range of mobility management strategies to 
support non-vehicular modes of transportation and made presented a proposal that 
addresses the community’s goals without causing undue impacts. The proposal, along 
with the conditions of approval, sufficiently mitigate impacts attributable to the proposed 
development.  
 

4. Proposed development phasing. 
 
The project will be constructed in two phases. Phase 1 will include (a) demolition of 
existing buildings on the site, (b) land platting, and (c) all necessary site work, ground 
improvements, underground utilities, and construction of Building B on Lot 2, for a total 
of 173 dwelling units including 17 Affordable Dwelling Units (at 80% AMI) and 156 
market-rate units, 3 retail/commercial spaces, and associated site improvements.  
 
Phase 2 will include the construction of the pocket plaza on Lot 2, the pocket park on 
Lot 1, Lot 3 paving and ground improvements, and all necessary site work, ground 
improvements, underground utilities, and construction of Building A on Lot 1. This phase 
would include the construction of the remaining 115 units (all of which will be 
affordable), 3 retail/commercial spaces, ACE space, and the community room. At the 
end of Phase 2, there will be a total of 288 units, of which approximately 46% will be 
affordable. Phase 2 will also include the completion of any remaining work necessary to 
achieve the project as proposed to the Board. 
 
Dividing the project into two phases will support financing for construction for the 
affordable units and civic spaces, as well as other site amenities. It will also reduce the 
potential impacts on traffic during construction. 
 

5. The supply and demand of on-street parking in the neighborhood, as determined 
through a parking study. 

 
The Applicant is balancing competing goals of facilitating alternative modes of 
transportation and requesting a waiver to permit up to 50% of market-rate units to 
participate in the Somerville Residential Permit Parking Program, in order to attain 
financing for the proposed development. Because the development is in a Transit Area, 
zoning allows zero on-site parking, but also prohibits resident participation in the 
Residential Permit Parking Program. The requested waiver would allow up to 78 on-
street parking passes to be issued to households within the market rate units. The 
Applicant submitted a Transportation Impact Study that includes a parking study of on-
street parking in the neighborhood; the study finds that the peak parking occupancy 
occurs on a typical weeknight, at which time the occupancy rate is roughly 75-77%. The 
study determined that at peak occupancy, approximately 415 on-street parking spaces 
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are available within a five-minute walk of the Project Site, and approximately 637 on-
street parking spaces are available within a ten-minute walk of the Project Site. 
 
During the public hearing some members of the public, City Staff, and the Board 
expressed support of the Applicant’s request for a waiver to permit up to 50% of market-
rate units to participate in the Somerville Residential Permit Parking Program, with the 
understanding that the Applicant has agreed to multiple other strategies to disincentivize 
single-occupancy vehicle use and incentive alternative modes of transportation. 
 

6. Mobility management programs and services provided by the Applicant to reduce 
the demand for parking. 

 
The Applicant has submitted a Mobility Management Plan (MMP) for the proposed 
redevelopment of the site. The Applicant has demonstrated commitment to the 
SomerVision priority of increasing non-auto mode share, and in addition to the minimum 
requirements for MMPs found in the Zoning Ordinance, the Applicant has committed to 
strategies including (but not limited to): providing contributions toward MBTA Charlie 
Cards for new tenant households; contributions toward monthly membership to 
Bluebikes for new tenant households or funding for infrastructure associated with 
Bluebikes operations; a commitment to become an active member of any future 
Transportation Management Association that operates in the area. 
 
In addition to reducing demand for vehicular parking around the site by implementing 
the MMP, the Applicant has signed the final MMP letter issued by the Director of 
Mobility on January 25, 2023, agreeing to additional conditions of approval. 
 

7. The ability of alternative technologies and methods of bicycle parking to provide 
equal or greater benefits to bicycle users 

 
The Applicant’s proposal includes the provision of 293 long-term, secured bicycle 
parking spaces, with 118 of these spaces provided within Building A and 175 of the 
spaces provided within Building B. Both bicycle parking rooms are located on the 
ground floor of each respective building and are accessible from both the inside and 
outside of each building. The Applicant’s proposal includes 46 short-term bicycle 
parking spaces that will be available for use by visitors to the site and other members of 
the public. No waivers are being requested related to the design of these bicycle 
parking spaces, and are therefore expected to comply with the design requirements 
established in the Zoning Ordinance, which are intended to ensure that new bicycle 
parking accommodates a range of users and bicycles. Additionally, a condition of 
approval established in the final MMP letter issued by the Director of Mobility on 
January 20, 2023, requires at least one (1) bicycle repair facility to be provided in a 
convenient location and maintained in a state of good repair. The Applicant has agreed 
to this condition, and tenants of both buildings will be able to access the bicycle repair 
facility.  
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8. Impact on the experience of the public realm that would result from strict 
compliance to the standards of the Ordinance. 

 
Strict compliance with the Somerville Zoning Ordinance would limit the land platting and 
subsequent location of buildings and civic spaces on the site. The requested waivers 
allow flexibility necessary for a site with significant topographical challenges and 
buildings that respond to the public realm. Strict compliance would result in a limited 
ability to break up the massing of each building and create pedestrian-scale designs, 
and would create difficulties in siting the proposed commercial units. Strict compliance 
would also have a negative impact on the design of Lot 1 and Sewall Park Pocket Park, 
as the lot would not be permitted as a through lot (in spite of creating a strong 
pedestrian connection from Broadway to Sewall Street), and the Pocket Park would 
otherwise require additional Landscaped Area and not respond to the neighborhood 
need for safe active and passive play spaces for children and families. Strict compliance 
with the Ordinance would ultimately result in a development proposal that does not so 
fully respond to the needs of the neighborhood and the community while creating a site 
that supports pedestrian activity. The current proposal, with its requested waivers from 
the Ordinance, will create more engaging civic spaces and commercial spaces, and will 
provide buildings with engaging designs and residential units that will be accessible to 
households with a variety of housing needs. 
 
PERMIT CONDITIONS 
 
Permit conditions are provided in a companion memo to this document. 
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Brief Summary of Waivers List 
For a complete list of the requested waivers, see the attached waivers list. 

Ref # Summary of Waiver Request Relevant 
Lots 

1 Story height requirements, to allow the community room on the ground floor of Building A to 
have a height of more than twenty-five (25) feet, to be access from the exterior of the building. 1 

2 Ground Story Commercial Space is not provided for 100% of the total width of the primary 
façade fronting a Pedestrian Street. 1 

3 Waiver from the minimum Lot Width requirement in the MR6 district for one side of Lot 2 and 
one side of Lot 3. 2; 3 

4 Portions of Buildings A and B do not meet primary front and secondary front setback 
requirements. 1; 2 

5 Portions of Buildings A and B do not meet minimum Ground Story Heights. 1; 2 

6 Portions of Buildings A and B do not meet minimum Façade Build Out and parallel 
requirements. 1; 2 

7 Buildings A and B exceed maximum floor plate requirements. 1; 2 

8 Buildings A and B have 8-foot step backs occurring at the 6th story along Broadway, where 
step backs of 10 feet are required for both the 5th and 6th stories. 1; 2 

9 Building A does not meet the 70% minimum Primary Ground Story Fenestration requirement. 1 
10 Lot 2 does not meet the Dwelling Unit density requirement for the MR4 district. 2 
11 Buildings A and B will have Ground Story Entrances greater than 30 feet apart. 1; 2 
12 Buildings A and B do not individually comply with Affordable Dwelling Unit requirements. 1; 2 
13 No on-site parking is provided for commercial, retail, or food and beverage service uses. 1; 2 

14 Buildings A and B have horizontal divisions that shift up and down across their respective 
widths, not compliant with architectural design guidelines. 1; 2 

15 Building B does not meet the minimum floor area requirement for Arts & Creative Enterprise 
Uses; instead, the area is aggregated in Building A. 1; 2 

16 Allows Curb Cuts on Pedestrian Streets, allows a vehicular entrance to parking from a 
Pedestrian Street, and waives the need for Curb Cut Permit from the City Engineer. 1; 2; 3 

17 Lot 1 is a Through Lot that is partially in the NR district. 1 
18 Lots 1, 2, and 3 are not rectilinear. 1; 2; 3 

19 Retaining Walls in frontage zones do not meet the maximum height and minimum horizontal 
separation requirements. 1; 2; 3; 4 

20 The loading area for Building B does not comply with screening requirements. 2 
21 The services areas are not fully enclosed within buildings. 1; 2 

22 Waiver to allow mechanical equipment to be mounted on façade walls with reduced 
screening. 1; 2 

23 Waiver to allow reduced screening for ground-mounted mechanical equipment. 1; 2 
24 Buildings A and B will not achieve LEED Platinum Certifiability. 1; 2 
25 Loading facilities will be approved as part of the Comprehensive Permit. 1; 2 

26 Up to 50% of market-rate Dwelling Units may participate in the Somerville Residential Permit 
Parking Program; up to 78 residential permits may be issued for on-street parking. 2 

27 Site Plan Approvals for Civic Spaces are part of the Comprehensive Permit. 1; 2 
28 Bicycle parking within Civic Spaces are part of the Comprehensive Permit. 1; 2 
29 Less than 70% of the Pocket Park (Sewall Park) will be Landscaped Area. 1; 2 
30 Location of curb cuts will be approved as part of the Comprehensive Permit. 1; 2; 3; 4 
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ENGINEERING DIVISION COMMENTS 

Date: 11 January 2023 

To:  Somerville Zoning Board of Appeals 

From: Kevin Roche PE, Deputy Director of Engineering Services 

CC: Brian Postlewaite PE, Sarah Lewis RA, Emily Hutchings AICP 

RE: 40B Comprehensive Permit, 299 Broadway 
 

We have reviewed the Comprehensive (40B) Permit Application submitted by Mark Development, LLC, 
Beacon Communities Services LLC, and RISE Together, LLC. for the 299 Broadway Project, P&Z 22 -
092. The application is dated 8 November 2022, with subsequent updated documents and drawings 
through 7 January 2023. Below are our comments that we would like the Board to consider. 

Water, Sewer, and Stormwater Utilities 

1. All proposed infrastructure must meet City standards and compliance will be evaluated during the 
Engineering Site Construction Permit review. These City standards include:  

a. Water distribution system,  
b. Sanitary system collection,  
c. Storm drain collection and management,  
d. Plaza subbase, curbing and pavement,  
e. ADA/MAAB compliance,  
f. Street lighting,  
g. MUTCD traffic/parking signage & striping,  
h. Etc.  

2. The project narrative states that the project will comply with the City stormwater requirements. 
City stormwater management requirements are found in the Engineering Site Construction Permit 
regulations, and include the following key items (these listed are only a subset of the regulations):  

a. Reduction of peak runoff rate such that the proposed 10-year storm is equal to or less 
than the existing 2-year storm.  

b. Total Suspended Solids (TSS) removal rate of at least 80%.  
c. Total Phosphorous (TP) removal rate of  at least 50%.  
d. Erosion & Sediment controls that meet NPDES Construction General Permit (CGP) via a 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). 
3. The Project contributes to the sewer shed that flows and discharges to the MWRA Somerville-

Marginal Interceptor. Consistent with our May 2018 policy, the City will expect the Project to 
contribute to the City’s I&I fund at the rate in effect when the project is under construction.  
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Construction Management 

1. The Project includes site grading and excavation that may be below seasonal high groundwater 
levels. Any temporary or permanent dewatering will need to be managed on-site by recharge 
and/or reuse. Groundwater may not be discharged to the municipal sewers.   

2. Applicant must complete monthly Erosion and Sediment Control inspections in compliance with 
the Large Project Review requirements of the Engineering Site Construction Permit regulations. 
An inspection form must be submitted monthly for City for review via CitizenServe. 

Plaza and Building Access 

1. The Project includes a new neighborhood pocket park on Sewall Street connected to a civic 
pocket plaza on Broadway via a landscaped pedestrian mews which will be publicly accessible 
24/7. Engineering requires that the pedestrian mews includes a 5-foot wide cementitious concrete 
path as is standard of City public sidewalks. 

2. Each unique building unit must be addressed off of a Public Way or Private Way. Unit addressing 
must be approved by the Somerville Fire Department as well as the Somerville Engineering 
Division prior to Certificate of Occupancy.  

3. Access to each building unit must comply with 527 CMR 1.00: MA Comprehensive Fire Safety 
Code. 

 
If the Board has any questions regarding our above comments, or any other element of the project that is 
in the purview of the Engineering Division, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Respectfully, 

Kevin Roche, PE 

Deputy Director of Engineering Services 
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MEMORANDUM 

To:  Zoning Board of Appeals 

From: Division of Public Space & Urban Forestry (PSUF) 

CC:  Sarah Lewis, Director of Planning and Zoning 

Date:   January 13, 2023 

RE: 299 Broadway Comprehensive Permit 
 

Overview 

This memo outlines comments from the Division of Public Space & Urban Forestry (PSUF) following a 
review of the applicant’s project narrative, proposed site plan, sitewide schematic design drawings, 
green scores, proposed civic space plans, sustainability narrative dated January 12, 2023. Comments 
were provided to the team in early December.  PSUF is satisfied with the overall schematic-level 
approach to the site and civic space design, the applicant’s responsiveness to feedback through the 
waiver request process, and generally supports the project. PSUF is committed to ensuring the applicant 
delivers high-quality landscape and civic spaces that are compliant with the City’s zoning requirements 
as the permitting process proceeds. 

Waiver Requests 

PSUF was previously asked to review the Comprehensive Permit waiver requests for the project with 
respect to compliance with the City’s Zoning Ordinance requirements for civic spaces and urban 
forestry. These waiver review comments were returned to the development team in November 2022 
and the development team responded to those comments in a spreadsheet entitled “Broadway 299 – 
Package 01 Waivers List – 2023 01 12 dated January 12, 2023. 

It is PSUF’s understanding that upon successfully obtaining a Comprehensive Permit, the development 
team will be required to submit additional information to receive a Civic Space Permit for the 
construction of both civic spaces, as well as a Building Permit for each building.  During both permitting 
review periods PSUF will review the construction level design in greater detail and approve compliant 
civic spaces and each building’s landscaping required to reach a passing green score. 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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• Waiver 19 - Retaining Walls located in the Frontage Area may be up to 4 feet in height and 
successive walls must be built with a minimum horizontal separation distance of four (4) feet. 

o PSUF does not have any major concerns with the waiver request for retaining walls up 
to four (4) feet in height and successive walls with less separation.  Staff understands 
that this waiver is necessary to deal with a significant amount of topographical change 
across the area of the whole site. 

• Waiver 20 – Outdoor loading facilities, including all docks and areas used for the storage and 
staging of materials, must be screened from view by a wall or fully closed fence between 6 and 
12 feet in height, as necessary to sufficiently screen delivery vehicles, and constructed of 
materials that are compatible with the principal building in terms of texture, quality, and color.  
Loading facility doors are permitted to be opened during loading and unloading activities. 

o PSUF does not have any major concerns with the waiver request for screening.  Staff 
understands that this waiver is necessary due to the operational challenges. 

• Waiver 23 – Ground mounted mechanical equipment that is visible from a public Thoroughfare 
(excluding and Alley) or Civic Space must be screened by landscaping, a fence or a wall 
constructed of materials that are compatible with the Principal Building in terms of texture, 
quality and color.  Screening must be of a height of the mechanical equipment being screened. 

o PSUF understands that the location of the transformers has not been finalized and there 
may be insufficient space to screen such equipment. 

• Waiver 27 – The development of any Civic Space requires Site Plan Approval followed by a Civic 
Space Permit.  Waiver from Site Plan Approval for the two proposed Civic Spaces. 

o PSUF does not have any major concerns with the waiver request from the Site Plan 
Approval Process.  PSUF understands that the typical reviews will be carried out under 
the Comprehensive Permit process and will review during that process. 

• Waiver 28 – Bicycle parking within Civic Spaces must be provided as required by the Director of 
Public Space & Urban Forestry and is subject to the provisions of 12.1 Bicycle Parking. 

o PSUF does not have any major concerns with the waiver request for bike parking within 
Civic Spaces. The applicant has provided (1) bicycle rack that holds (2) bikes in each civic 
space. 

• Waiver 29 – A minimum of 70% and a maximum of 100% of a Pocket Park shall be Landscaped 
Area. 

o PSUF is supportive of this waiver request in order to provide the playground equipment 
and paving surfaces that ensure the pocket park is safe and accessible for all users.   

Application Comments 

PSUF is generally supportive of the development team’s commitment to deliver two new civic spaces 
and a pedestrian route, ‘The Mews,’ that better serve the community and is compliant with the civic 
space and urban forestry requirements in the Somerville Zoning Ordinance (SZO).  Additionally, the 
development team is committed to deliver each building with landscaping that will meet or exceed the 
required green score for each building type.  The PSUF team looks forward to further developing the 
design of the public realm with the 299 Broadway development team as they prepare their 
Comprehensive Permit submission. 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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Lot 1 - Civic Space - Sewall Pocket Park 

The applicant is proposing a 7,714 square foot pocket park with playground programming.  Based on the 
SZO pocket park requirements the applicant has committed to providing 20 large trees, 2,949 sq ft 
landscaped area, 7,327 sq ft pervious area, and 103 linear feet of seating.   Playground programming 
was recommended by the Urban Design Commission, attendees at neighborhood meetings, and 
meetings with PSUF staff.  All groups acknowledged that with the proposed quantity of two- and three-
bedroom units across both buildings, more families will live here and need easily accessible playground 
programming within close proximity to their homes. 

The following comments address PSUF’s general review of the pocket park design (in no specific order): 
1. PSUF supports the redevelopment of this empty lot along Sewall St into a pocket park with play-

ground programming. 
2. The applicant and design team have carefully considered the activation of the pocket park by 

proposing an adjacent community room.  PSUF is concerned with how the applicant will ensure 
the community room and the pocket park will work together as a cherished neighborhood 
amenity.  As the design develops PSUF will pay close attention to the full build-out of the com-
munity room and their proposed activation of the pocket park. 

3. As the design develops into full construction documents, it is expected that the applicant work 
with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and before Building Permit to demonstrate full com-
pliance with SZO 13.6.d.ix. Playground Development Standards and Design Guidelines.  PSUF ex-
pects that the play elements, surfaces, and park materials will be verified and certified to meet 
all relevant product and public playground safety standards and guidelines as well as MA De-
partment of Early Education and Care daycare guidelines.  Playground safety is a priority for 
PSUF and it is expected to be safe for all users. 

4. PSUF supports the applicant’s commitment to use a significantly high percentage of native 
plants. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and 
before Building Permit to review and approve planting plans and planting details. 

5. PSUF expects that the material quality and landscape character captured in the applicant’s site 
plans and renderings will closely resemble the actual hardscape, plantings, play and site furnish-
ings specified during the construction document phases of the project.  In addition, the opera-
tions and maintenance of the civic space shall ensure the quality and character continue to 
closely resemble what appears in the plans and renderings. 

6. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and before 
Building Permit to review utility cabinet locations and standards as well as requirements to en-
sure systems are coordinated with trees and other civic space improvements. 

7. PSUF supports the use of full cut-off, energy efficient outdoor luminaires that reduce light pollu-
tion and lower energy consumption as well as lighting that does not exceed 3000K color temper-
ature. 

8. PSUF supports the applicants request to use sand-based structural soil instead of silva cells in 
both the civic spaces. 

9. As the design develops into full construction documents, it is expected that the applicant works 
with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and before Building Permit to demonstrate full 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Massachusetts Architectural Access 
Board’s regulations. 

10. The applicant has committed to preserving all surrounding public shade trees.  It is expected 
that the utmost care and protection will be given to the public trees.  PSUF expects the applicant 
to work with the Tree Warden and Deputy Tree Warden prior to Demolition Permit and 
throughout Civic Space Permit to ensure all tree protection details are executed and maintained 
through the duration of the project and construction laydown, construction access, or the use of 
large equipment such as cranes will not damage or significantly impact the health of the public 
trees. 

 
Lot 2 - Civic Space – Pocket Plaza 
The applicant is proposing a 7,254 square foot pocket plaza with adjacent commercial programming.  
Per the SZO pocket plaza requirements the applicant has committed to providing 19 large trees, 1,355 sq 
ft landscaped area, 5,096 sq ft pervious area, and 292 linear feet of seating. 

1. PSUF supports the redevelopment of this empty lot along Broadway into a pocket plaza with ad-
jacent commercial activation. 

2. The applicant and design team have carefully considered the activation of the pocket plaza by 
proposing adjacent commercial uses with café seating.  PSUF remains concerned with how the 
applicant will ensure the plaza is perceived as a truly public amenity where one does not need to 
purchase something from the adjacent commercial tenants in order to be welcomed and feel 
comfortable in the pocket plaza.  As the design develops PSUF will pay close attention to the full 
build out of the adjacent commercial spaces and how the outdoor space is communicated as 
“public.” 

3. PSUF encourages the applicant to consider allowing movable furniture to be used in all areas of 
the pocket plaza, not just for use by the adjacent commercial tenants. 

4. With the addition of adjacent café seating uses of the pocket plaza will require additional litter 
and recycling receptacles per the SZO.  PSUF expects the applicant to ensure the space is kept 
tidy. 

5. PSUF supports the applicant’s commitment to use a significantly high percentage of native 
plants. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and 
before Building Permit to review and approve planting plans and planting details. 

6. PSUF expects that the material quality and landscape character captured in the applicant’s site 
plans and renderings will closely resemble the actual hardscape, plantings, lighting and site fur-
nishings specified during the construction document phases of the project.  In addition, the op-
erations and maintenance of the civic space shall ensure the quality and character continue to 
closely resemble what appears in the plans and renderings. 

7. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and before 
Building Permit to review utility cabinets, their locations and the requirements to ensure sys-
tems are coordinated with trees and other civic space improvements. 

8. PSUF supports the use of full cut-off, energy efficient outdoor luminaires that reduce light pollu-
tion and lower energy consumption as well as lighting that does not exceed 3000K color temper-
ature. 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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9. PSUF supports the applicants request to use sand-based structural soil instead of silva cells in 
both the civic spaces. 

10. As the design develops into full construction documents, it is expected that the applicant works 
with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and before Building Permit to demonstrate full com-
pliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act and the Massachusetts Architectural Access 
Board’s regulations. 

 

Pedestrian Route ‘The Mews’ 

The applicant is proposing a public pedestrian walkway connecting the Sewall Pocket Park and the 
Pocket Plaza on Broadway as a major pedestrian route for both the surrounding neighborhood and 
future tenants, referred to as ‘The Mews.’  The submitted documentation splits the work, ½ with Lot 01 - 
Building A and ½ with Lot 2 - Building B. 

1. PSUF supports the redevelopment of a walkable, urban site for mixed-income, affordable hous-
ing. ‘The Mews’ provides an important connection within the site and the Winter Hill Neighbor-
hood. 

2. As the design develops into full construction documents, it is expected that the applicant works 
with PSUF and Engineering at the time of Building Permit to verify the materials contributing to-
wards each Building’s Green Score.   

3. PSUF expects that the pavement material type, installation, and continued maintenance will 
provide a smooth accessible route that meets or exceeds compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act and the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board’s regulations. 

4. PSUF supports the applicant’s commitment to use a significantly high percentage of native 
plants. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Civic Space Permit and 
before Building Permit to review and approve planting plans and planting details. 

5. PSUF expects that the material quality and landscape character captured in the applicant’s site 
plans and renderings will closely resemble the actual hardscape, plantings, lighting and site fur-
nishings specified during the construction document phases of the project.  In addition, the op-
erations and maintenance of ‘The Mews’ shall ensure the quality and character continue to 
closely resemble what appears in the plans and renderings. 
 

Lot 1 - Building A 

The applicant is proposing a private courtyard surrounded by the architecture of Building A.  The 
courtyard will be for use by the residents of Building A.  There is a smaller courtyard servicing the bicycle 
parking room, trash and loading. 

1. PSUF supports the residential focused courtyard design with a variety of spaces for families and 
residents to use. 

2. The applicant has submitted a green score card indicating a passing score.  It is typical during 
green score review that each credit submits additional supporting documentation to verify 
compliance.  PSUF expects that the additional materials will be submitted at the time of Building 
Permit for final green score approval.  A list of supporting documentation can be found in the 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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Green Score Guide: http://www.somervillezoning.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/2/2021/12/PSUFGreenScoreGuide_v5.pdf 

3. PSUF supports the applicant’s commitment to use a significantly high percentage of native 
plants. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Building Permit to review 
and approve planting plans and planting details. 

4. PSUF supports the proposal of a Community Room, however, the pedestrian connection from 
Temple Street to the Community Room would benefit from additional artful wayfinding and 
other design considerations to ensure the public knows they are welcome. 

5. The applicant has committed to preserving all surrounding public shade trees.  It is expected 
that the utmost care and protection will be given to the public trees.  Of particular concern is 
the preservation of the 19in DBH Honey Locust on Broadway.  The canopy is quite large and ap-
pears to be in conflict with the construction of the front façade.  PSUF expects the applicant to 
work with the Tree Warden and Deputy Tree Warden prior to Demolition Permit and through-
out Building Permit to ensure all tree protection details are executed and maintained through 
the duration of the project and construction laydown, scaffolding, or the use of large equipment 
such as cranes will not damage or significantly impact the health of the public trees. 

6. As the design develops, PSUF will pay close attention to the detailed design of the streetscape to 
ensure the applicant’s commitment to providing generous sidewalks, site furnishings, and street 
trees. 

 

Lot 2 - Building B 

The applicant is proposing a private courtyard surrounded by the architecture of Building B.  The 
courtyard will be for use by the residents of Building B.  There is a smaller courtyard servicing the bicycle 
parking room, trash and loading. 

1. PSUF supports the residential focused courtyard design with a variety of spaces for families and 
residents to use.  It should be noted that additional permits will need to be granted from the 
Somerville Fire Department for the ‘Gas Firepit.’ 

2. The applicant has submitted a green score card indicating a passing score.  It is typical during 
green score review that each credit submits additional supporting documentation to verify 
compliance.  PSUF expects that the additional materials will be submitted at the time of Building 
Permit for final green score approval.  A list of supporting documentation can be found in the 
Green Score Guide: http://www.somervillezoning.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/2/2021/12/PSUFGreenScoreGuide_v5.pdf  

3. PSUF supports the applicant’s commitment to use a significantly high percentage of native 
plants. It is expected that the applicant works with PSUF at the time of Building Permit to review 
and approve planting plans and planting details. 

4. The applicant and design team have carefully considered a planted buffer between the rear of 
Building B and the abutting residences on Sewall St.  PSUF expects that the installed plantings 
will satisfy all residents need for privacy.  

http://www.somervillema.gov/
http://www.somervillezoning.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2021/12/PSUFGreenScoreGuide_v5.pdf
http://www.somervillezoning.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2021/12/PSUFGreenScoreGuide_v5.pdf
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5. The applicant has committed to preserving all surrounding public shade trees.  It is expected 
that the utmost care and protection will be given to the public trees.  Of particular concern is 
the preservation of the 14in DBH English Oak on Broadway.  The canopy is sizable and appears 
to be in conflict with the construction of the front façade.  PSUF expects the applicant to work 
with the Tree Warden and Deputy Tree Warden prior to Demolition Permit and throughout 
Building Permit to ensure all tree protection details are executed and maintained through the 
duration of the project and construction laydown, scaffolding, or the use of large equipment 
such as cranes will not damage or significantly impact the health of the public trees. 

6. As the design develops, PSUF will pay close attention to the detailed design of the streetscape to 
ensure the applicant’s commitment to providing generous sidewalks, site furnishings, and street 
trees. 
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Luisa Oliveira, ASLA 

Director, Public Space & Urban Forestry 

http://www.somervillema.gov/
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CITY OF SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS  

OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENT  
KATJANA BALLANTYNE 

MAYOR  
  
 
TO: Zoning Board of Appeals 
FROM: Emily Sullivan, Climate Change Program Manager, Office of Sustainability and Environment 
CC: Emily Hutchings, Senior Planner  
RE: 299 Broadway (40B Comprehensive Permit) Sustainability and Resiliency Memo 
DATE:   January 16, 2023 
 
Dear Zoning Board of Appeals,  
 
Staff from the Office of Sustainability and Environment (OSE) have reviewed the 299 Broadway 
project application, including the following submitted materials: 
 Net Zero narrative 
 LEED scorecard 
 Sustainable & Resilient Building Questionnaire  
 Low Load Energy Input Forms 

 
Based on information received so far, OSE has the following comments. 
 
LEED Platinum Waiver 
The Applicant is seeking a waiver from the provisions of the Somerville Zoning Ordinance 
requiring new construction of buildings of more than 50,000 square feet in gross floor area be 
LEED Platinum certifiable. The Applicant is instead proposing that both proposed buildings 
(Buildings A and B) in the project be Passive House certifiable through PHIUS 2021 Core Standard 
and LEED Gold certifiable.    
  
According to the Applicant, after Comprehensive 40B permitting and during design 
development, the project team will conduct a Passive House feasibility analysis and determine 
whether PHIUS certifiability can be achieved simultaneous with LEED Platinum. If the Applicant 
determines that Passive House certifiability cannot be achieved simultaneous with LEED 

mailto:OSE@somervillema.gov
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Platinum, then the Applicant will pursue PHIUS certifiable and LEED Gold certifiable. If PHIUS 
certifiability is not feasible, the Applicant is committed to achieving LEED Platinum certifiability. 
  
Per the sustainability development review materials submitted to OSE dated November 8, 2022, 
the Applicant has identified 78 LEED credits that the project can realistically achieve. If the 
Applicant can identify at least 80 achievable LEED credits, the project could become LEED 
Platinum certifiable.  Possible additional credit categories that the Applicant can consider include 
rainwater management, renewable energy, building life-cycle impact reduction, or innovation. 
  
To properly evaluate the feasibility of LEED Platinum rather than LEED Gold, the project team 
should provide an expanded LEED narrative that includes why other credits with zero points are 
not achievable. This information should be specific and should detail whether the points are not 
achievable due to a technical reason, a financial reason, or another reason. The project team 
would ideally provide a potential pathway to Platinum with potential cost implications and 
technical barriers clearly identified. This information should be submitted prior to the project’s 
building permit request. 
  
Passive House   
The project proposes to construct both Buildings A and B to PHIUS passive house standards, 
including the complete or partial electrification of heating systems, cooling systems, and water 
distribution systems. As detailed in Somerville Climate Forward, thermal electrification is 
essential to net-zero emission buildings, and it will be transformative to have a project of this 
size and importance demonstrating the feasibility of widescale efficient electrification.  
 
The Building A proposal is not fully in line with OSE’s strategy for achieving net-zero emissions in 
the building sector. The Low Load Energy Input Form notes that Building A’s domestic hot water 
system will not be electric, but the project team will design the central plant to be easily 
converted to a central electric heat pump in the future. The Building B proposal is in line with 
OSE’s strategy for achieving net-zero emissions in the building sector, and the information 
submitted through the Low Load Energy Input Form confirms alignment that all heating systems, 
cooling systems, and water distribution systems will be electric. 
  
Specifics about the building envelope and other buildings system design considerations were not 
included in or were estimated the submittal materials. This information should be confirmed and 
submitted prior to the project’s building permit request. 
  
Solar PV  
Per the Sustainable & Resilient Buildings Questions, the feasibility of rooftop PV is under review. 
The Applicant proposes to engage with a solar PV consultant as the design progresses to 
evaluate feasibility. At a minimum, the Applicant proposes that the project will be PV-ready per 
the Zero Energy Ready Homes program which is a sub-requirement of the PHIUS 2021 standard. 

mailto:OSE@somervillema.gov
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This information should be confirmed and submitted prior to the project’s building permit 
request.  
  
EV Charging   
The project proposes no onsite parking. 
 
Sustainability and Resiliency Requirements in Future Review Stages 
The project team will be required to submit the following materials prior to a building permit 
request: 
 Updated Net Zero narrative 
 Updated Sustainable and Resilient Building Questionnaire 
 Updated Low Load Energy Input Forms 
 Passive House feasibility analysis 
 PHIUS+ documentation if Passive House is determined to be feasible, including: 

− PHIUS+ Certification Fee Receipt 
− Signed PHIUS+ Certification Contract 
− Identification of PHIUS+ Rater/Verifier 
− PHIUS+ Rater/Verifier letter of intent submitted to PHIUS 
− PHIUS+ Feedback Forms and responses for all completed precertification rounds. 

This must provide at least the second round of comments from PHIUS 
− Pre-certification documentation or if pre-certification has not yet been achieved, a 

signed affidavit from the PHIUS consultant affirming that the project will commit to 
completing all rounds of feedback to the satisfaction of PHIUS in order to obtain Pre-
Certified status 

 
More information regarding the following topics will be required prior to the building permit 
request: 
 More information regarding the proposed heating/cooling, water, and other mechanical 

systems 
 Possible onsite renewable energy generation and onsite energy storage 
 Proposed mitigation strategies for extreme heat exposure  

 
Finally, a project of this magnitude may need to upgrade electric capacity through Eversource, 
which may require additional equipment installation. OSE recommends that the applicant 
contact Eversource immediately to discuss load capacity. 
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To: Zoning Board of Appeals 
From:  Mobility Division, OSPCD 
CC:  Sarah Lewis, Director of Planning & Zo 
Date:  January 25th, 2023 
RE:  299 Broadway Comprehensive Permit Application 
 
 
OVERVIEW 
This memo outlines comments from the Mobility Division following a review of the Applicant’s project narrative, 
proposed site plan, Mobility Management Plan, Transportation Impact Study, and Transportation Access Plan. 
Mobility is satisfied with the overall approach to the site and multimodal access plans, Mobility Management 
programs and services, and the applicant’s responsiveness to feedback. Mobility is committed to ensuring the 
Applicant delivers best in class infrastructure that furthers the City’s transportation goals and constructs a site 
that is compliant with the City’s requirements as the permitting proceeds.  
 
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT PLAN  
A Mobility Management Plan (MMP) serves multiple purposes in the development process including improving 
available transportation options, reducing negative environmental impacts associated with vehicle travel, 
reducing the demand for parking, and incorporating transportation planning considerations into development 
review.  The Applicant submitted a draft MMP on November 8th 2022. In December 2022, the Mobility Division 
provided the Applicant with a Preliminary Decision Letter with a conditional approval of their MMP. Following 
discussions between the Mobility Division and the Applicant, the Applicant provided proposed revisions to MMP 
condition language. The Final Decision letter for the MMP was issued on January 25th and has now been signed 
by the Applicant.  
 
The Mobility Division supports the Applicant’s proposal to provide zero on-site vehicle parking spaces for the 
redevelopment project. The project does propose to construct a small surface parking lot to serve the adjacent 
private property, with six off-street parking spaces, including one accessible space and one space to be made 
available to a car share service provider. Mobility has required in the MMP that the Applicant will be responsible 
for submitting a plan to regulate these off-street parking spaces to ensure appropriate turnover of retail parking, 
so that these spaces can be used most effectively.   
 
To reduce on-street parking demand associated with this development, Mobility has conditioned in the MMP 
that at initial occupancy no more than 78 (equivalent to 50% of market rate residential units) Resident Parking 
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Permits (RPPs) shall be issued to market rate residential units. The Applicant proposed and has committed to 
charging a additional monthly fee of at least $50 for each RPP issued to a market rate unit. The funds collected 
by the Property Owner from said monthly charge shall be held and allocated towards mobility services and 
programs identified by the Director of Mobility. As part of annual monitoring Mobility will evaluate the impacts 
of number of RPPs issued and the additional monthly fee on parking demand. Mobility will work in collaboration 
with Applicant to make any necessary modifications to parking management strategies and other programs and 
services in order to meet the required SomerVision mode share goal of controlling the percentage of trips made 
by vehicle at 50% or less initially, 37.5% or less by 2030 and at 25% or less by 2040.  
 
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT STUDY  
Mobility worked with the Applicant to scope a Transportation Impact Study (TIS) capturing the existing 
transportation infrastructure and anticipated transportation impacts from a proposed development project. The 
TIS Scope for this Project was approved in May 2022 and the Transportation Impact Study was submitted in 
November 2022.   
 
The City requires TIS documents to use a multimodal methodology.  The TIS studied daily pedestrian and bicycle 
tip volumes to be generated by the project. No changes are expected to bicycle or pedestrian level of traffic 
stress in conjunction with the Site, the Project will maintain and/or enhance existing bicycle and pedestrian 
amenities along the frontage of the Site. There are minimal impacts to local transit crowding, a net increase of 
two bus trips are anticipated to exceed the MBTA’s capacity threshold. This analysis uses 2019 bus ridership 
numbers and does not account for the Green Line Extension nor Bus Network Redesign and as such Mobility 
does note this as a very conversative estimate.  
 
The TIS studied daily motor vehicle trip volumes estimated to be generated by the project and found that the 
Project would be expected to generate an average of 722 net new daily vehicle trips under the 2022 Build 
Scenario, including between 53-70 trips during the peak hours. This equates to a maximum of 17.5 trips within 
15 minutes of peak travel. Trips are anticipated to be spread out across the adjacent with the majority occurring 
on Broadway and then Temple Street.   
 
Of the eight (8) intersections across three (3) peak time periods the City requested the Project study four (4) are 
expected to have drops in Level of Service (LOS), while the rest maintain current LOS. These intersections are 
Broadway at School (LOS B to C), Broadway at Temple (LOS C to D), Temple at Jaques (LOS B to C) and NB 
approach to Broadway at Walnut/Parking lot driveway (LOS E to F).   
 
The Mobility Division notes that while the overall circulation impacts of the Project are minimal, there are 
impacts to the immediate neighborhood demonstrated by the intersection analysis. It is important to note that 
this is a conservative traffic analysis: the trip generation estimates do not account for the recently opened Green 
Line station 0.5 miles from the site nor any of the Mobility Management strategies conditioned in the Mobility 
Managment Plan. It is also important to consider that this stretch of Broadway has been identified in the MBTA’s 
approved Bus Network Redesign as the location for both a High Frequency Route (T101) and Mid Frequency 
Route (89) which was not reflected the trip generation model.   
 
The Project studied on-street parking utilization in the surrounding area and found a peak utilization rate of 
76%-77% within a five-minute walkshed and 74%-75% within a ten-minute walkshed during the overnight time 
period. This equates to roughly 415 open spots within five minutes and 637 within ten minutes. Utilization rates 
were much lower during the midday period with more on street spots available. The Project is requesting a 
waiver to allow for 50% of market rate units to be granted parking permits (78 permits).  To disincentivize RPPs, 
the Property Owner has proposed and committed to charge an additional monthly fee of at least $50 for each 
resident of a market rate unit that receives an RPP. The funds collected by the Property Owner from said 
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additional monthly charge will be allocated towards mobility services and programs. Permits will also be 
available to tenants of the affordable housing who apply for a waiver from the Parking Department. In total, 
Mobility Division anticipates between 140 and 180 parking permits to be granted within the first five years of 
Project occupancy.   
 
The Mobility Divisions feels the conditions included in the MMP are appropriate conditions for the 
transportation impacts identified in this study and will be effective in managing parking demand.   
 
TRANSPORTATION ACCESS PLAN (TAP)  
Mobility has reviewed the project’s TAP, which illustrates access to the site by all modes of transportation, 
including delivery and waste disposal vehicles. It also identifies any transportation and streetscape 
improvements associated with the proposal.  On balance, the TAP proposes inviting and high-quality 
infrastructure that supports and advances Somerville’s transportation goals. Revisions have been requested that 
reduced the size of eastern curb cut on Broadway to the extent feasible, for zoning compliance and to ensure a 
more inviting streetscape. Mobility recommends continued design development of all on-site curb cuts.  In 
addition, the Lot 3 parking lot loop has been revised from the original application to show back-in angled parking 
and to include accessible van parking and car share parking. Mobility has some remaining concerns about 
pedestrian and bike circulation to the principal building entrance adjacent to this loop and recommends further 
design development of this area to prioritize people walking and biking.   
 
A total of 46 short term bicycle parking spaces are proposed for the site – with 42 of them being proposed on 
the public right of way. Mobility recommends that at least 50% of the short-term parking be instead provided 
on-site.   
 
The only other improvements proposed on the public right of way are additional seating and plantings on the 
wide sidewalk on Broadway approaching Grant St adjacent to the site. Mobility supports these improvements 
but must ensure that they do not preclude future improvements on Broadway that would install a westbound 
protected bicycle lane and a new crosswalk across Broadway adjacent to the site. Mobility has been working 
with the Applicant on a conceptual study of Broadway that would improve the bus and bicycle facilities. Mobility 
recommends that this study be updated and completed prior to any construction on the public right of way to 
ensure that the proposed sidewalk improvements do not preclude transit and bike facility upgrades or a 
potential new crosswalk across Broadway adjacent to the site.  This study should also consider the placement of 
the public bike share station that the Applicant has committed to provide.  
 
Mobility would also like to note that all elements on the public right of way are subject to further design review 
and approval by the relevant City departments. Additional changes may be requested based on review of formal 
construction documents. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Brad Rawson 
 
Director of Mobility, OSPCD  
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